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 1 

l
r
 In accordance with,the terms of Resolution EB^

e
R29 i brôè H

e
S , Gear and 

A
e
 Standar with Prof, G.A. Canaperia as alternate represented the BxecJutiVe 

Board officially at the Fourth World Health Assembly, Generally Dr
#
 Gear 

attended joint meetings and the meetings of the Committee on Administration, 

Finance and Legal Matters, and Dr. Staitçar meetings of the Committee on 

Programme and the technical discussions on the education and training of 

medical and public health personnel* 

2. Following the practice of the previous year the representatives of the 

Executive Board attempted to follow the.principle of participating in the 

formal discussions for only two purposes: 

(1) to answer questions or give explanations on policy and decisions of the 

Executive Board 

(2) to introduce items of the agenda on which the Executive Board had 

expressed opinions or made statements. 

Conversely every attempt was made to avoid being drawn into any dis-

cussions on subjects on which the Board had had no opinion or had not made 

statements. This attempt at detachment and neutrality on certain questions 

was perhaps not always understood by some delegates, but the present additional 

experience convinced the representatives of the wisdom of this policy*» There 

is no doubt that objectivity is an essential principle in the representatiqn 

of the Exeoutive Board at the Assembly. It would be improper for the 

repre s ent at ive s to express personal views or to intervene in debates on sub-

jects on which the Board had not expressed any views• It is not an эаэу 
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principle to follow oñ some occasions, for example where there is doubt as to 

whether the Board has considered certain aspects, or where the representative 

happens to have strong personal opinions. Also the interpretation of the 

Board's views on subjects which have been controversial or which require 

declarations opposed to the representative
!

s own opinions calls for extreme 

objectivity, 

3, The representatives consider that as on the previous occasion their 

presence assisted the Assembly to understand the Executive Board^s decisions 

and policy• This was apparent, for example, in the large number of questions 

directed by delegates to them, especially in the debate on the proposed 

programme and budget for 1952• By their presence they were able to explain 

directly the Board's attitude on these and many other questions which helped 

considerably towards placing the three components of the Organization in a 

correct and efficient relationship, viz. Assembly, Executive Board and Sec-

retariat . On only one major matter were they riot adequately prepared ty 

decisions - o.f the Board to deal with Assembly questions, viz. the 1952 pro-

gramme adjustments to meet the BoardJs proposed budget reductions on the 

figure given by the Director-General^ . 

A . Conclusions. The representatives consider that representation of the 

Executive Board by two members at the Assembly is a desirable arrangement for 

the presentation of the Board
1

s policy and position on Assembly matters, for 

the interpretation of decisions of*the Board and for the establishment of a 

correct relationship between the Assembly, the Exeoutive Board and the 

Secretariat, 

Apart itorn formal participation in Assembly proceedings, the representa-

tives consider that informal assistance given to шагу delegates helped the 

working of the Assembly, and a general understanding of many WHO problems» 

It is re commended that j 

(1) Representation of the Board be continued at future Health Assembliesj 

(2) Such representation be provided by two members where there are two main 

Assembly Committees
# 
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(3) Participation of representatives in Assembly 

to specific Executive Board matters* 

(4) Consideration be given to the possibility of 

presenting a general report of the Executive 

year to the Assembly. 
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